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GREX Appoints Todd Euston as Vice President of Engineering
Georgetown, TX: Georgetown Rail Equipment Company (GREX) is pleased to announce the appointment of
Todd Euston to the position of Vice President of Engineering. Euston previously served as Director of
Inspection Technology for GREX, extending existing and new technology for inspection of railroad track.
Euston has worked in the railway industry for 17 years. His work includes university research, consulting, and
industry service supplier. His areas of expertise include track analysis, railroad data management systems, and
inspection technology development. During his career he has worked with North American and International
clients on rail inspection, rail grinding, rail life modeling, track geometry, and developed software applications
for data analysis and maintenance management.
“We are very happy to promote Todd Euston as part of our team here at GREX, and have full confidence that
he will guide our engineering department both competently and with great success in the coming periods,”
announced Wiggie Shell, President and CEO of GREX. “As GREX continues to strive for new ways to serve the
rail industry, the engineering department will continue to assure that GREX products will be cutting edge,
innovative ways for our customers to improve their services and make their operations more efficient. The
GREX team will make that happen.”
Euston earned Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Civil Engineering from the University of Delaware where he
studied Railway Engineering under the late Dr. Arnold Kerr. Euston is a member of AREMA Committee 2 for
Track Measurement and Assessment Systems, and is a registered professional engineer in Pennsylvania.
Please join GREX in congratulating Todd Euston on his new position.
About GREX: Since 1993, GREX has been putting technology to use to develop solutions that solve some of the
oldest problems in the railroad industry. The privately held company is based out of Georgetown, Texas and
works in collaboration with customers across the globe to deliver custom solutions designed around their
specific needs. GREX pinpoints where ballast is needed and automates its delivery, locates track flaws to keep
operations running smoothly, helps railroads monitor bridges remotely, and much more. From the pioneering
DumpTrain ballast delivery system to the new Aurora Xi™, track inspection system, GREX products stand out
among the rest as more technologically advanced, safer and more efficient.
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